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 ABSTRACT
A map on a group is not necessarily an automorphism on the group. In this paper we study 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for a map on a non-split metacyclic p-group to be an 
automorphism, where we only consider p as an odd prime number.  The metacyclic group can be 
defined by a presentation and it will be beneficial to have a direct relation between  the parameters 
in the presentation  and an automorphism of the group.  We consider the action of an automorphism 
on the generators of the group mentioned.  Since any element of a metacyclic group will be mapped 
to an element of the group by an automorphism, we can conveniently  represent the automorphism 
in a matrix notation. We then  use the relations and the regularity of the non-split metacyclic p-group 
to find conditions on each entry of the matrix in terms of the parameters in its presentation so that 
such a matrix does indeed represent an automorphism.
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INTRODUCTION
An automorphism of a non-split metacyclic p-group P where p is an odd prime, will be represented 
by a matrix notation ji sr8 Band denoted by {, and we write {~ ji sr8 B . Our aim is to find conditions on 
the integers i, j, r and s in terms of parameters in a presentation of the group P. We are able to prove 
that the conditions are sufficient by using the result established by Menegazzo (1993) regarding 
the order of the automorphism group of a non-split metacyclic p-group for an odd prime p so that 
{ does indeed represent an automorphism of the group P. 
 In this paper we show explicitly that the structure of the automorphism group Aut(P) of the 
group P mentioned above, depends on the parameters in the presentation of P. This result paves 
the way to find a set of generators and then the class of the automorphism group.  This will be the 
subject of further work.  Our approach is direct and computational and therefore different from 
approach by Bidwell and Curran (2006) who have previously studied the automorphism group of 
a non-split metacyclic p-group.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We represent an automorphism of the group P in a matrix notation and find the direct connection 
between the entries of the matrix, and the parameters in a presentation of P.  We recall that if P 
is a metacyclic p-group where p is a prime number, then the presentation of P can be written as
 , | , ,x y x y x yxy x1p p p p1 1
m t q n
1 2Q= = = =- +  (1)
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where the parameters m, t, q and n satisfy certain conditions as established by King (1973).  We 
also define any map on the group P by ( )x x yi j{ =  and ( )y x yr s{ =  where we consider i and r as 
integers modulo pm while j and s are considered modulo pt. The third relation in the presentation 
above implies that any element of P can be written uniquely in the form x yn y , where u p0 m1#
and .v p0 t1#  Therefore we represent { by the matrix notation ji sr8 B and write ~ ji sr{ 8 B. This 
method is similar to the method used by Schulte (2001).
 By referring to Theorem 3.2 in a paper written by King (1973), we find that the non-split case 
can be divided into four cases:
Case 1: n q m t2 1 1# #   where ,m n2#  
Case 2: n q m t1 1 1# #  where ,n m q n2 1 # +
Case 3: n q t m n3 21 1 1# #  and
Case 4: n q t m2 1 11#  where .n q nm2 1 # +  
 We will need the following results which will be used throughout this paper.
Lemma 2.1 ( )g g g gp p p1 2 1 2
k k k
=  for any ,g g P1 2 e  and .k m n 1$ $-
Proof.  The proof is straightforward using the fact that the metacyclic p-group is a regular group.
 From the third relation in (1) we have yx = x1+p
n y. By putting a= 1 +pn  then it follows that 
.yx x y= a  Note that a  will have this meaning throughout this paper.
Lemma 2.2 Let  ,x y , be the generators of P and ,u v  be integers with v 02 . Then  .y x x yv u u v
v
= a
Proof. This result follows from the third relation in P which is yx = .x yp1
n
F+
 Before we proceed we need the following definition.
Definition 2.1 Let u > 0 and v ≥ 1.
 We define ( , )u vK as
( , )u vK = ...
1
1








  The following lemma is the result of direct calculation.
Lemma 2.3  Let u  and v  be integers, ,u v0 1> >  . Then ( , ) ( ) .u v 1 1u uva aK - = -
 We need to write a power of ( )x yu v  as a product of a power of x and a power of y and we write 
the proof by using induction.
Lemma 2.4 If x and y are the generators of the group P, u is any integer, v > 0 and w > 1 then 
( )x y x y( , )u v w u v w vw= K .
Proof.  For u = 0 the result is trivial.
 Consider u > 0. For w = 1 the result is clear. Assume the result is true for w – 1. Then
( ) ( ) .x y x y x y x y x y x x y x y( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )u v w u v w u v u v w v w u v u v w u vw u v w vw1 1 1 1
( )v w 1
= = = =aK K K- - - -
-
By induction the result is true for integers w ≥ 1. 
 For u < 0 the same proof applies on replacing u by –ul for a positive integer ul.
 
 Next, we need quite precise information about the smallest power of p dividing terms in 
binomial coefficients. Thus we have the following series of lemmas and corollaries where we use 
the notation cpk  to indicate that pkdivides c but pk 1+ does not divide c.
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Lemma 2.5 Let wpe  where 02e . If k w2 # #  then the power of p dividing k
w
pku_ i  is at least 
p u2e+ for all .u 1$  
Proof.  We first consider the case k p2 1# e .
 Write k lpv=  for a positive integer l  where ( , )l p 1= . It is clear that the power of p dividing 
k is the same as the power of p dividing w– k, so that the power of p dividing (k–1)! is the same as 
that dividing (w –1) (w – 2)...(w –k + 1). Now since k p1 e  we have v1 e . Hence the power of p 
dividing 
( ) !




w w w w k
pp
1
1 2 1ku ku=
-
- - - +_ i
is p kuve- + . 
 If v = 0 then the proof is complete since ku u2$e e+ +  for k p2 1# e .
 For v 0! , since u 1$  and l vp 2v $ +  for p 3$  then
 ( )v ku v l u u l u v up p2 2 2v v $e e e e- + = - + = + + - - + .
This completes the proof for the case k p2 1# e  .
We now consider the case k p$ e .
 Then it is enough to observe that ( )ku u u up 2 2$ $ $e e+ +e  since p 2$ e+e  for .p 3$  
Hence p u2e+  divides k
w
pku_ i  for .k p F$
e  
Corollary 2.6   If wp <e  for w 2$ and u and c are integers with , ( , ) ,u c p1 1$ =  then for an integer k
( )cp cwp kp1 1u w u u2+ = + + e+ .
By using Corollary 2.6 we have:
Corollary 2.7 Let p be an odd prime number and n be a positive integer. Then
a) ( )p 1pn k
k
< a -+  for all integers k ≥ 0.
b) ( , ) ( ) ( ) .modu v v uv v p p2 1 n n1 2/K + --   
 
 The following corollary relies on Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.7(b).
Corollary 2.8  Let u and v be integers, u > 0, v > 1. Then 
( ) ( ) ( ) .modu u up p p1 2 1u n n n1 2 3/a a- - + --
Lemma 2.9 Let ϕ be an automorphism of P where ~ ji sr{ 8 B. If x, y  are generators of P and m, n are 
parameters in the presentation (1) of P then
.x x y( ( , )r i r i j p jp
s j n jp n
)
n
=a a aK+ - +
In particular, if m ≤ 2n then by Corollary 2.7, we obtained
.x x yr i r i jp
s j n
=a a a+ -
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Proof.  These results are derived by applying the automorphism { to both sides of the relation 
yxy x p1 1
n
=- +  and using the Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4.F 
Definition 2.2 Let G be a group. Then G is a 2-generator group if G can be generated by two 
elements but no smaller set of elements generates G.
 We note that if G is a group then GL (n, G) is to denote the general linear group over G of 
dimension n.
 We also note that the intersection of all the maximal subgroups of a non-trivial finite group G 
is called the Frattini subgroup of G and is denoted by ( )GU . 
Lemma 2.10  If ( )Aut Pe{  where ~ ji sr{ 8 Bthen is – rj is not congruent to zero modulo p.
Proof.  Since P is a 2-generator group, / ( )P P p p#,U F F , and { defines an automorphism on 
/ ( )P PU with matrix ji sr8 B, where i, j, r and s are taken modulo p. The matrix is thus in GL (2, P) and 
so is – rj is not congruent to zero modulo p. F
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the following theorem we provide the necessary and sufficient conditions for {  to be an 
automorphism of the group P. 
Theorem 3.1 Let P be a non-split metacyclic p-group and { is a map on P which is represented 
by ~ ji sr{ 8 B. Then ( )Aut Pe{  if and only if 
i) ( ),modj p0 t n/ -  
ii) ( )modj p1 m q/ -  (for cases 1 & 2) or ( )modi rp p1 t q m q/ + - -  (for cases 3 & 4),
iii) ( )mods cp p1 q n m n/ + - -  where j cpt n= -  for  c p0 n1# and
iv) .r Zpme
     
Proof.  Let ~ ji sr{ 8 B  and ( )Aut Pe{ .
i)  For all cases, ( )modj p0 t n/ -  follows immediately from Lemma 2.9 since ( ) .modjp p0n t/
This result also  implies that i and s are not congruent to zero modulo p since from Lemma 
2.10, is – rj is not congruent to zero modulo p.
ii) Write j cpt n= -  for an integer c where c p0 n1# . 
 
 In cases 1 and 2 where m t# , using Corollary 2.6 we have ( ) ( ),mod modp p1 1j t m/ /a
which also implies ( )mod p1jp
n m/a  and ( , ) ( ) .modj p p pn n m/K   So by Lemma 2.9 we have 
x x y x xr i r i cp i cp
s t q
= =a a a+ - . This implies that
 ( ) ( ) .modi cp ps q m/a a-  (2) 
 In case 1, ( ) ( )mods p p1s n m/a a- -  by Corollary 2.8 since m n2# . Hence putting this into 
(2) we obtain
  ( ) ( )modi s cp p p1 n q m/-  (3)
and so, 
   ( )mods i cp p1 q n1 m n/ + - - - . (4) 
 
 In case 2, since , ( )m n s p kp2 1s n n22 a a- = - + ,  for an integer k  by the same 
corollary.  Putt ing th is  in to  (2)  we have (( ) ) ( ) .modi s k cp p p p1 n n q2 m/- +   Hence 
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(( ) ) ( )modi s k cp p p1 n q n m n/- + - -  so that
 ( ) .mods i c k pp p1 q n n1 m n/ + -- - -  (5) 
 We now calculate  i  modulo pm q-  in  cases  1  and 2.  By using the relat ion 
, ,y x t m n q m np p
t q
$ $= - -   and Lemma 2.1 we have ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y x y y xr s p s p sp p p
t t qt t
{ = = =  
where ( )x 1r p
t
=  since  t m$  and
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .x x y x y x y x x xp i p j p i p cp i p p cp i p cp ip cp
q q q t n q q n q
p
q q n2q q t q q n
{ = = = = = +
- + - --
 
 Hence ( )mods i cp p p pq q q n m2/ + - . Therefore
  ( )modi s cp pq n m q/ - - - . (6) 
 In modulus pm q- , from (4) and (5) we see that s i cp1 q n1/ + - -  since n m q$ - . Putting this 
s into (6) and calculating modulo pm q-  we have
 i i c cp p1 q n q n1/ + -- - -






   
where .W i cp1 q n1= + - -  Thus ( )modWi W pm q/ -  or ( 1) 0( )modW i pm q/- -  which implies 
1( )modi pm q/ -  since 1( )modW p/  and so W is invertible modulo pm q- .  Hence we obtain 
necessity of condition (ii) for cases 1 and 2.
 In cases 3 and 4 it is a bit more complicated due to the fact that t < m. We first calculate ja  and 
( , )j pnK  modulo pm .  
 By  Coro l l a ry  2 .6 ,  (1 ) 1 1 ( )modc k cp p p p pj n c t t n t mp
t n
/a = + = + + ++
-
 and  so , 
( ) (1 ) 1 1 ( )modc lc k lcp p p p pj l t l t t t m2/ / /a + + + +e+  for integers l, k and e  where .0$e  
Hence by calculating modulo pm ,
 ( , )j pnK 1 (1 ) ... (1 )c cp pt t p 1
n
/ + + + + + -
 ( ... ( ))cp p p1 2 1n t n/ + + + + -  
                                                     
  ( )cp p p p2 1n t n n1/ + --  
 .pn/
It is also clear that ( ) ( )mod modp p1 1j p n t m
n
/ /a + .
So by Lemma 2.9 we have x x y x xr i r i cp i cp
s j t q
= =a a a a+ - . This implies
 ( ) ( ) ( ) .modi r c rc cp p p p1s j q t q m/ /a a a- - + +  (7)
 In case 3, ( ) ( )mods p p1s n m/a a- -  by Corollary 2.8 since .m n2#  Hence putting this into 
(7), ( ) ( )modi s rc cp pp p1 n t q m/- +  and so, 
 ( )( )mods i c rp pp1 1q n t q1 m n/ + +- - - - . (8) 
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 In case 4 since , ( )m n s p k p2 1s n n22 a a- = - + l , for an integer k’ by the same corollary. 
Putting this into (7) we have (( ) ) ( )modi s k rc cp p p p p1 n n t q2 m/- + +l  and so,
 ( ) ( ) .mods i cp rp k p p1 1q n t q n1 m n/ + + -- - - -l  (9)
 We now calculate i modulo pm q-  in cases 3 and 4. By using the relation ,y x t m np p
t q
$= -  
and m nq $ -  and Lemma 2.1 we have
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )y x y xp r s p r sp p p
t t qt t
{ = = +  and 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) .x x y x y xi p j i c i cp p p p p p
q t n q q q n2q q q
{ = = = +
- + -
 
Hence ( )modr sp i cp p p pt q q q n2 m/+ + -  and so we have 
  ( )modi s r cp p pt q q n m q/ + -- - - . (10)
 In modulus pm q- , from (8) and (9) we see that  ( )s i c rp p1 1q n t q1/ + +- - - since m qn $ -
. Putting this s into (10) and calculating modulo pm q-   we have
 ( )i i c r r cp p p p1 1q n t q t q q n1/ + + + -- - - - -
  
  ( )( )r i c cp p p1 1
t q q n q n1/ + + -- - - -
 ( ) ( )r W W ip1 1
t q/ + - --
w h e r e  ( )modW i cp p1 q n m q1/ + - - -  a s  s e e n  i n  c a s e s  1  a n d  2 .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t 
( ) ( )modW i Wrp p1 t q m q/- - -  and since W is  invert ible modulus pm q- ,  this  gives 
( )( )modi rp p1 t q m q/ + - -  which is the necessity of condition (ii) of the theorem for cases 3 and 4.
(iii) In cases 1 and 3, calculating s modulo pm n-  is more simple due to the fact that m n2# .
Since ( )modi p1 m q/ -  in case 1, we have i zp1 m q= + -  for an integer z. Note that 
( )( )modzp p p p1 m qq n q n m n/ + -- - - . Substituting this into (4) so that calculating modulo pm n- ,
 
 s i cp1 q n1/ + - -
 ( )i c zp p1 1q n m q1/ + +- - -
 
i c ip1 q n1/ + - - 
.cp1 q n/ + -
This gives the necessity of condition (iii) for case 1.
Similarly, since ( )modi rp p1 t q m q/ + - -  in case 3, we have i r zp p1 t q m q= + +- -l  for an integer 
z’. Note that ( ) ( )( )modr r zp p p p p p1 1t q q n t q m qq n m n/+ + +- - - -- -l  so that substituting this into 
(8) and calculating modulo pm n- ,  
 
 ( )s i c rp p1 1q n t q1/ + +- - -
 ( )i c r zp p p1 1q n t q m q1/ + + +- - - -l
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 i c ip1 q n1/ + - -
 .cp1 q n/ + -   
This gives the necessity of condition (iii) for case 3.
 Now we calculate s modulo pm n-  in cases 2 and 4. Since m n22  in these two cases, the proof 
is harder and we divide into two subcases as follows:
a) If nq 2#  
then m q n n3# #+ . Hence from Corollary 2.8, 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) .mods s sp p p1 2 1s n n m1 2/a a- - + --
 But from (5) and (9),  ( )mods p1 0 q n/- -  since n q n$ -  and so ( )s p1 n2-  is divisible by 
( )modp pp p 0q nn m2q n /= +- .  Thus ( ) ( ) .mods pp1s n m/a a- -
 I n  c a s e  2 ,  u s i n g  t h i s  i n  ( 2 )  w e  o b t a i n  ( ) ( )modi s cp p p1 n q m/-  s o  t h a t 
( 1) ( )modi s c ppq n nm/- - -  which implies  ( )mods i cp p1 q n m n1/ + - - - . Then the rest of the 
proof to obtain ( )mods cp p1 q n m n/ + - -  is the same as in case 1.
 I n  c a s e  4 ,  u s i n g  t h i s  i n  ( 7 )  w e  o b t a i n  ( ) ( )modi s rc cp p p p1 n t q m/- +  
and so  ( )( )mods i c rp p p1 1q n t q m n1/ + +- - - - .  Then the rest of the proof to obtain 
( )mods cp p1 q n m n/ + - -  is the same as in case 3.
 b) If  q n22  
then from (5) and (9), s fp1 v+=  where f is prime to p and v n$ . Now we calculate sa a-  
modulo pq . 
 We have i and a  are invertible modulo pq  since both are congruent to one modulo p. Hence 
from (2) and (7) and calculating modulo pq ,
 
 ( )0 s/ a a-   
 ( )1s 1/ a --
 ( )1fp
v
/ a -  
 ( ... ) ( )1 1( )fp p p p2 1
v vv v
/ a a a a+ + + + --  (by Lemma 2.3).
But ( ... ) ( )modf p1 ( )fp p p2 1
v vv
/a a a+ + + + -  and thus it is not congruent to zero modulo p 
since f is prime to p. Hence ( )mod p1 0p q
v
/a - . Since by Corollary 2.7 the highest power of p 
dividing 1p
v
a -  is pn v+ , we must have pn v+  is divisible by pq  so that pv  is divisible by pq n- . Thus 
( )mods fp p1 0v q n/- = - . We now calculate sa a-  modulo pm .
 By Corollary 2.6, ( ) ( ) .s kp p p1 1 1 ( )s n fp n q n n1 2
v
a = + = + - +- - +   Since q n m$+  this 
gives ( ) ( ) .mods p p1 1s n m1/a + --   Hence modulo pm ,
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )s s sp p p p1 1 1 1 1s s n n n n1/ / / /a a a a a- - - + - --  
since ( ) ( ) ( )mod mods p p p1 0 0n q n m2 / /- +  where  m q n# + . Then the rest of the proof is 
similar to case (a) above to obtain ( ) .mods cp p1 q n m n/ + - -   
(iv) In all cases, we have no further restriction about r and so r can be any element in .Zpm
On the other hand, we now show that the conditions of the theorem are sufficient by calculating the 
number of distinct mappings allowed by these conditions. 
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 In all cases, it is clear that the number of choices for j is pn  and the number of choices for r is 
pm  since .r Zpme  
 In addition for each j cpt n= -  where c p0 n1# , the number of choices for s is 
p pt m n( )t m n = - +- - . From this, we see that the number of choices for the pair (s, j) is 
p p pt m n n t m n2=- + - +  in all cases.
 Now, for cases 1 and 2 we have  ( )modi p1 m q/ - and thus, it is clear that the number of choices 
for i is pq .  
 Therefore the number of distinct mappings in cases 1 and 2 is p p p pq t m n m n q t2 2=- + + +   which 
is also the order of Aut(P) as established by Menegazzo (1993).
 Now, for cases 3 and 4 we have ( )modi rp p1 t q m q/ + - -  so for each r there are pq  choices of 
i. As in cases 1 and 2, the number of choices for the pair (s, j) is ( )( ) .p p pt m n n t m n2=- + - +  Hence 
for a distinct ,r Zpme  the number of distinct mapping s allowed is p p pn q t m n q tm 2 2=+ + - + +  which 
is also the order of Aut(P) as established by Menegazzo (1993).
 Therefore in all cases, the conditions of the theorem are sufficient. F 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have found the necessary and sufficient conditions for a map of a non-split metacyclic 
p-group where p is an odd prime number, to be an automorphism. This result is beneficial since it is 
directly related to the parameters in the presentation of the metacyclic group, and this may open the 
way to do further research on the class of the automorphism group of non-split metacyclic p-groups. 
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